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ABSTRACT
Aim: To determine if the internal limiting membrane (ILM)
was present in the epiretinal membrane (ERM) when we
deliberately tried to perform a ‘‘double peel’’ for macular
pucker.
Methods: Pars-plana vitrectomy and a ‘‘double peel’’
were carried out. The ERM and ILM were stained with
Trypan Blue and peeled separately over the same area.
The amount of ERM present in ILM specimens and the
amount of ILM present in ERM specimens were evaluated
by histological examination.
Results: Seventeen eyes in 17 patients were included. It
was possible to double peel in all cases. Five of 17 ERM
specimens (29%) contained ILM fragments. When ILM
was present on the ERM, it represented less than 50% of
the sample. One ILM specimen was lost as result of an
administrative error; of the remaining 16 specimens,
residual ERM was found in six, and cellular remnants
were observed on the vitreous surface in a further six of
the ILMs. Clinically, no recurrence of ERM was found.
Conclusion: ILM was present in some ERM specimens
seemingly over the same area that an intact ILM was
subsequently peel. We speculate that the ILM in the ERM
represent a secondary basement membrane and that the
surgical plane of dissection for most ERM peel is between
the ERM and the native ILM, making it feasible to double
peel routinely.

Peeling of the internal limiting membrane (ILM)
for treatment of macular hole is established,1 2

whereas peeling of ILM in macular pucker surgery
remains more controversial.3 4 Theoretically, the
advantages for ILM peel for macular pucker would
include a more complete removal of the epiretinal
membrane (ERM). There is evidence that denuding
the retina of ILM over a large area might also
inhibit reproliferation.5 Park et al,6 in a randomised
study, showed that peeling of ILM during macular
pucker surgery might not have a deleterious effect.
On the other hand, there is no evidence from
randomised trials to show that peeling of ILM leads
to a better anatomical and functional result or
reduces the rate of recurrence of ERM. Despite this
lack of evidence, double peeling seems to be
becoming more popular. Does this practice have a
sound histological basis? We are intrigued by the
fact that prior to double peeling being performed
routinely, there have been many published reports
on the histology of the ERM. These showed that a
good proportion of the excised ERM specimens
contain ILM5 and.7 If the ERM contains ILM, how is
it possible to peel again and remove another ILM?
Are there truly two ILM in some cases? If so, how
does it come about? Is there any good histological
evidence to suggest that removal of the ILM gives rise
to a more complete removal of the ILM?

This study sets out to perform a clinico-
pathological correlate to determine whether the
histology confirms that ILM can be present in both
ERM and ILM specimens when they are harvested
from the same area.

PATIENTS AND METHODS
This study was a prospective, consecutive inter-
ventional case series. Patients scheduled for pri-
mary idiopathic and secondary ERM surgery in St
Paul’s Eye Unit, Royal Liverpool University
Hospital, UK were included. Individuals over 16
years of age requiring vitrectomy for ERM removal
were recruited prospectively. Only first-time vitr-
eous surgery was included. Preoperative data
including age, sex, logMar BCVA and co-morbidity
were collected. Postoperative logMar BCVA, ana-
tomical outcome, and histopathological findings
were recorded. The aetiology of the macular pucker
was previous retinal detachment,3 proliferative
diabetic retinopathy4 and idiopathic.10

Intervention
A three-port pars-plana vitrectomy was performed
in all patients. Posterior vitreous detachment was
induced where necessary. A volume of 0.2–0.3 ml
of Trypan Blue (Membrane blueTM, DORC
International bv, Zuidland, The Netherlands) was
used. The solution was injected into the air-filled
vitreous cavity over the posterior pole. After 2 min,
still under air, the dye was removed using a back
flush needle. An air/fluid exchange was then
carried out. The ERM was stained a faint blue
colour and was clearly visible under standard
illumination. The blue stained tissue was directly
engaged with the intraocular micro-forceps
(Eckardt End Gripping Forceps, DORC
International bv, Zuidland, The Netherlands) to
create a flap and then peeled from the retinal
surface. After ERM removal, TB solution was
injected once again under air for another 2 min
to stain the ILM. The ILM was peeled in a
capsulorrhexis fashion and removed as a sheet.
No tamponade agents were used. The specimens
were retrieved according to the technique described
by the authors,8 which enabled the small excised
ERM and ILM specimens to be individually
monitored throughout the histological processing
procedure. The method ensures a low rate of
specimen loss.

Light microscopy
Specimens were fixed in 10% neutral buffered
formalin, dehydrated in graded concentrations of
ethanol and embedded in paraffin wax. Sections of
wax embedded tissue were cut, dewaxed and
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stained with haematoxylin and eosin. Further sections were
stained with the periodic acid Schiff (PAS) method. A record
was made of the morphological features of the excised tissue,
the presence or absence of ILM and of cells or cell remnants on
the ILM. An estimate of the proportion of ERM and ILM in the
tissue was made as previously described.9

The vitreal surface of the ILM is smooth, and the retinal
surface is irregular (undulating).10 Thus, it was possible to
determine whether cells or cell remnants were attached to
vitreous or retinal surfaces of the ILM.

RESULTS
We report the results of 17 eyes of 17 patients. Eleven patients
were male, and six were female. The mean age was 57.9 years
(range 32–74). Preoperative logMar BCVA ranged from 0.5 to
1.0 (mean 0.8). Postoperative logMar BCVA ranged from 0 to
1.0 (mean 0.4) (p,0.001). Vision was improved or was
maintained in all 17 (100%) patients. The mean follow-up
period was 9.4 months (range 6–12 months). At the last follow-
up, on biomicroscopy, none of the 17 cases showed obvious
signs of residual membranes or recurrence of pucker. In all 17
eyes, the ERM and ILM were adequately stained and visualised
during surgery. No intraoperative or postoperative complica-
tions relating to the use of the dye or to the double peeling were
observed. Surgically, it was possible to double peel all cases. This
applies to the early diaphanous ERM as well as the thicker late
ERM. The surgically excised tissues from the first peel were
labelled specimen-A and from the second peel specimen-B for
histological study.

First peel specimens were retrieved from 17 of the 17 eyes.
Second peel specimens were retrieved from 17 of 17 eyes, but
one specimen was lost as a result of administrative error, such
that only 16 were available for histological analysis. Detailed
histological and clinical findings have been elaborated in table 1.
First peel specimen consisted principally of ERM accounting for
nearly 100% of the tissue in most cases. Likewise, second peel
specimens were made up ILM that represented nearly 100% of
the tissue in many cases. About a third of first peel specimen

(five of the 17) contained ILM (figs 1 and 2). When ILM was
present, it usually occupied only a small fraction of the
specimen (10–30%); in one first peel ERM specimen, however,
ILM represented 50% of the excised tissue (table 1). ERM was
found in conjunction with ILM in just over a third of second
peel specimens (six of the 16). The ERM in second peel
specimens generally consisted of incomplete layers of cells, but
in one case a fragment of fibrocellular ERM represented
approximately 30% of the tissue (table 1, fig 1). In addition,
isolated cells or small cell foci were found on the vitreous
(smooth) surface of the ILM in a further six ILM specimens. All
ILM specimens had cell remnants adherent to the retinal
(undulating) surface of the ILM.

DISCUSSION
At the time of surgery, ERM can have varied appearances,
ranging from being translucent, thin, pliable and diaphanous to
being white, thick, stiff and fibrous depending on the nature
and the duration of the underlying eye condition. ILM on the
other hand, are usually transparent and uniform in thickness,
and the membrane has a tendency to scroll. Whilst it is possible
to distinguish between ERM and ILM, it is clinically difficult to
tell just by the appearance at surgery whether a membrane is an
ERM or an ERM with an ILM. After removal of the ERM, there
is no easy way of telling whether it is safe to perform a second
peel of ILM. In other words, without histological confirmation,
surgeons cannot be confident of the surgical dissection plane of
the ERM peel. Their uncertainty is added to by the literature,
which showed that the histology of ERM often contains ILM.

Kwok used ICG for double peeling.5 ICG has an affinity for
the ILM and may be more specific than other dyes in staining
the ILM. In situations where the surgeons are uncertain if the
ILM was removed in part or completely, it made sense to use
ICG. There are, however, serious concerns about the possible
toxic effect of ICG.12 13 TB is not specific in that it stains both
ERM and ILM. In the past, as in this study, we have found it to
be helpful in peeling the ILM.14

Table 1 Patients’ demographics, clinical features and histological findings

Pt
Age/
sex

Preop
VA

Postop
VA Aetiology

ERM specimen (A) ILM specimen (B)

ERM (%
tissue) (Type)

ILM*
(% tissue)

ERM
(% tissue) (Type)

ILM*
(% tissue) (Vitreous surface)

1 64/M 0.8 0.0 Idiopathic + (100) (F/C) – – + (100)

2 74/M 1.0 0.3 Idiopathic + (50) (F/C) + (50) – + (100) (Cell remnants)

3 58/M 0.6 0.0 Idiopathic + (70) (F/C) + (30) – + (100) (Cell remnants)

4 54/M 0.5 0.3 Idiopathic + (100) (F/C, V) – + (10) (Incomplete simple{) + (90)

5 64/M 0.6 0.5 Idiopathic + (100) (F/C) – – + (100)

6 70/F 0.8 0.0 Idiopathic + (90) (F/C) + (10) – + (100) (Cell remnants)

7 66/M 0.6 0.0 Idiopathic + (50) (F/C) + (30) + (10) (Incomplete simple{) + (90)

8 58/F 0.6 0.2 Idiopathic + (90) (F/V) + (10) No tissue

9 62/M 0.8 0.3 Idiopathic + (100) (F/C; V) – + (30) (F/C; V) + (70)

10 56/F 0.5 0.5 Idiopathic + (100) (F/C) – – + (100)

11 62/F 1.0 0.8 PVR + (100) (F/C) – + (10) (Incomplete simple{) + (90)

12 64/F 1.0 0.8 PVR + (100) (F/C) – – + (100) (Cell remnants)

13 67/F 1.0 0.8 PVR + (100) (F/C) – – + (100) (Isolated cells)

14 32/M 1.0 1.0 PDR + (100) (F/V) – – + (100) (Cell foci)

15 38/M 1.0 1.0 PDR + (100) (F/V) – + (10) (Incomplete simple{) + (90)

16 48/M 1.0 0.8 PDR + (100) (F/V) – – + (100)

17 48/M 1.0 0.8 PDR + (100) (F/V) – + (10) (F/C) + (90)

*All ILM had cell remnants on the retinal surface.
{Simple ERM: cell monolayer.11

ERM, epiretinal membrane; F/C, fibrocellular; F/V, fibrovascular; ILM, internal limiting membrane; PDR, proliferative diabetic retinopathy; Pt, patient; PVR, proliferative
vitreoretinopathy; V, vacuolated cells; VA, logMar VA.
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The method of peeling ERM in this study was standard using
end-gripping forceps to engage the membrane. We had not
modified our technique because we intended to perform a
double peel. We were impressed that in every case, it was
possible to peel the ILM as a separate layer. We were further
struck by the fact that in every case, the ILM was an intact
sheet, with no defects or focal damage as a result of the ERM
peel. Once an edge was identified, the ILM was peeled in much
the same way as one would in macular hole surgery that is as an
intact sheet. There were no indications that part of the lamina
has been removed with the ERM. This was not only our
experience but that of others.5 6

Histologically, we found that ILM was present in some
specimens of ERM. Our results showed that only five of 17
ERMs had elements or fragments of ILM, and the amount
varied from 10 to a maximum of 50%. Yet surgically, it was

possible to remove the ILM as a separate and complete layer in
each of the five cases. How is it possible for there to be ILM on
both specimens?

A possible though unlikely explanation might be that the
specimens were from different parts of the retina. The surgery
was often recorded on video, and on reviewing the surgery we
were absolutely convinced that we peeled the ILM over the
same area. Another possible explanation is that there is schisis
of the ILM such that we have a complete lamina of ILM left on
the retina after ERM peel. This would mean that the surgical
plane is inconsistent. Because there are often fragments of ILM,
at these areas or points the surgical plane must have been
within the ILM itself. However, another observation that we
made was that the ILM fragments attached to ERM histologi-
cally have an irregular surface (fig 1). If there had been schisis
within the ILM, one might have expected a schitic ILM to be

Figure 1 Sections through ERM (A and
B) and corresponding ILM (C–F), and an
ILM from a different patient (G, H),
stained with haematoxylin and eosin (A,
C, E, G) or periodic acid–Schiff reagent
with haematoxylin counterstain (B, D, F,
H). In the specimens from the first
patient, no ILM is seen within the
fibrocellular ERM specimen (A, B). The
corresponding ILM specimen (C–F) does
not contain fibrocellular ERM. However,
isolated cells or small cell foci are seen on
the vitreous (smooth) surface of the ILM
(circles in C and D, arrows in E and F: the
areas within the circles in C and D can be
seen at a higher magnification in E and F).
The ILM specimen also shows cell
remnants adherent to the retinal
(undulating) surface of the ILM
(arrowheads, E and F). G and H
demonstrate that the ILM from another
patient has a fragment of fibrocellular
epiretinal membrane (Ep) within the
specimen. Original magnifications: A–D
and G, H: 6100; E, F: 6400.
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smooth on each surface (as in fig 3A). Partial separation of the
ERM from the retina is not unusual and is often detected on
preoperative optical coherence tomography (OCT). Wilkins et
al15 examined ERM in 186 eyes of 160 patients with OCT and
found that the ERM in 49 eyes had clearly separated from the
retina. We envisage that when an ERM separates from the
retinal surface a cleft is formed in one of two ways. Either a

fragment of ILM detaches with the ERM (as in fig 3B), in which
case there would be holes or defects in the native ILM. It could
be that the footplates of Muller cells subsequently laid down
new basement membrane to reform ILM and fill in these holes
or defects (as in fig 3C). There is, however, little evidence in the
literature for repair or reformation of ILM after removal. For
example, no one has ever reported the peeling of ILM twice and

Figure 2 Sections through ERM (A and
B) and ILM (C and D) removed during the
same surgical procedure. A small
fragment of ILM can be seen with the
ERM specimen (arrows), whereas the
ILM is devoid of epiretinal tissue. (A and
C; haematoxylin and eosin stain: B and D
periodic acid–Schiff reagent with
haematoxylin counterstain.) Original
magnifications: A–D: 6150.

Figure 3 (A) Diagrammatic
representation of ILM schisis. (B) Focal
spontaneous separation of ERM with
avulsion of ILM fragment underneath. (C)
Subsequent reproliferation leads to
secondary ILM on the surface of retina.
(D) Focal spontaneous separation of ERM
with avulsion of ILM fragment
underneath. (E) Subsequent
reproliferation leads to secondary ILM-like
structure on the retinal side of ILM.
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over the same area even with ICG staining during repeat
vitrectomy for failed macular hole surgery. The alternative is
that the ERM detaches leaving the native ILM intact (as in
fig 3D). In such a case, the ‘‘ILM’’ on the ERM detected
histologically may simply represent original basement mem-
brane material (fig 3E). In the past, we have shown that both
epiretinal and retina cells are capable of synthesising basement
membrane components.16 Retinal pigment epithelial cells have
been shown to produce Bruch membrane laminins.17 We
speculate therefore that the surgical plane for ERM peel is
always internal to the ILM. This would account for the fact that
c there are never any holes or defects visible clinically in the

ILM during surgery;

c double peeling seems to be feasible in all cases in this series.
However, just because it is feasible does not mean that it is

justifiable or sensible. A second peel may cause complications or
further damage as a result of the added manipulation.

Our results showed that ILM specimens often contained ERM
(six of 16) or cellular remnants (six of 16) on the vitreous surface
of the ILM. A possible explanation for the presence of ERM on
the ILM could be that the area of ILM excision was larger than
the area from which ERM was peeled, in which case the
presence of ERM would not have been surprising; ERM would
simply be at the edge of the ILM removed. The alternative
explanation is of more concern: that the conventional way of
peeling ERM leaves fragments or island of cells behind on the
ILM and that these residual tissues could form the nidus for
reproliferation. Had we found no residue on the vitreous surface
side of the ILM, there would be no reason for removing the ILM
as a separate peel. Because we found cells adherent to the ILM,
the findings support the assertion that removal of ILM in
macular pucker might theoretically lead to a more complete
removal of epiretinal elements.

Ultimately, the value of routinely ILM peeling after ERM
peeling needs to be tested using a randomised trial. Clinically,
such a trial is relevant not only with regards to the issue of
reproliferation and recurrence of ERM, but also with regards to
whether a better quality of vision can be achieved by excising
the ILM. At present, there is no easy way of quantifying
metamorphopsia. The quality of the vision could be an
improvement because there was less distortion, and this
improvement might not be reflected by simply measuring the
visual acuity. Despite seemingly complete and adequate removal
of ERM, some patients with macular pucker continue to
complain of slight metamorphopsia or distortion afterwards.
It remains uncertain if these symptoms might be due to very
fine reproliferated ERM. Richter-Mueksch et al18 have recently
shown that microperimetry could detect improvements in
visual function after macular pucker surgery beyond what can
be demonstrated by visual acuity measurements. OCT studies
before and after surgery for macular pucker have shown that the
macular thickness decreased after ERM surgery, but the macular
profile rarely returned to normal.19 It would be interesting to
know if routine ILM peeling helps reduce the thickness of the

macula to achieve a better anatomical outcome and hopefully a
better functional result.

The routine peeling of ILM over a wide area at the macula has
been demonstrated to be largely harmless in macular hole
surgery, and because of macular hole surgery, ILM peel has
become a routine skill in the vitreoretinal surgeons repertoire.
Our study has shown that surgically, ‘‘double peel’’ for macular
pucker is possible in every case using TB. Most likely, this is
because the surgical plane of dissection is internal to native ILM.
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